By scrolling up and down the web page, can you find the answers to the following questions?

1. What is the full French name of the arched monument that stands in Paris?
   Which tomb lies beneath the arched monument? Write its name in both English and French.

2. Which grand palace started out as a simple hunting lodge?
   Inside the palace there is a famous hall of mirrors. Write its name in French.

3. What could you say in French on the following occasions?
   a. before eating a meal -
   b. on somebody’s ‘name day’ -

4. Write the French nicknames for:
   a. the national football team of France
   b. English people
   c. France
   d. Paris

5. Name some forms of French bread.

6. Which emblem inspired the invention of the pastry called le croissant?

7. During a match, how could you cheer for the French football team?

8. Officially, how many French cheeses exist?

9. What kind of business did a man called Monsieur Boulanger run in the 1700s?
   What was the name of the soup he prepared?

10. Which fabric originates from the French town of Nîmes?

11. Which town by the Pyrénées mountains is famous for a spring of water?
   Who discovered the spring?

12. Which Scottish queen was half-French?

13. In historical times, what was the name given to the heir to the French throne?
14. Name some French car manufacturers.

15. Which saint is also known as La Pucelle?


17. Which French word can be used to describe a loaf of bread, a drumstick, a wand, a chopstick and an orchestra conductor’s baton?

18. Which French word can mean both ‘hello’ and ‘goodbye’?

19. Where will you find an eternal flame – une flamme éternelle?

20. Write the two meanings of the word la cuisine.

21. Write a saying about French cheese. Write it in French with the translation in English.

22. Which meal literally means ‘the little lunch’?

23. Which French king admired Leonardo da Vinci and bought the Mona Lisa from him?

24. When speaking in French, when would you say Allô?
   When would you say Santé?

25. What did Jean Chalgrin design?

26. Find and write the following words in French:
   the fountains -
   the ponds -
   goat’s cheese -
   the sun -

27. Find and write the following words in English:
   le fromage à pâte persillée -
   le jour de fête -
   la cuisine française -

28. What is the French name for ‘the eight categories of cheese’?

29. Who was born in Domrémy?

30. How often (and in which years) has France won the Football World Cup?